
Dear Senators 
 
 
Why does the Australian Government show immaturity by being swayed by poor media journalism 
agendas as well as flip flop with respect to established International protection practices of parents 
Rights? 
Why is the Australian Parliament so hell bent in continuing the poor practice of distracting its 
constituents and avoid its responsibility to properly govern by setting low community values with 
disruptive behaviour; that being sought by the sly personal radical agenda of a few misguided 

politicians seeking their own self interests at the expense of the wider Australian majority?  
 
Money and Power as well as Ego hardens the heart.  
I have seen enough of the homelessness and suicides brought about by bad laws and loss of proper 
governance. 
Good parents know how to best protect their children. 
 
Low community values have been caused by those in a position of influence (Party alliance which 
means selling out one’s own belief/values to continue in Power is improper and immoral)  
Politicians with low values and little regard for others for years have sought power to place change of 
laws for their own selfish personal interest agendas above other good people. 
Personal bias leads to bad Governance placed wilfully by attacking the majority and seek to silence 
the truth and remove sound tested values established by good people that established our Nation.  
 
Australians have lost their ability to speak up because of wrongly imposed Political Correctness laws 
and vehement abuse by the radical minority as well as journalist with personal bias and self seeking 
agendas. 
As a responsible parent I will not be silenced and will oppose bad laws by educating my children of 
well founded respect to good established values based on rock and not the shifting sands of bad 
government. 

 Removal of the current protections for faith based schools would mean 
they would not be able to preserve the beliefs and values of the school 
so that parents’ right to choose the education they want for their child 
that accords with their convictions would be denied. This would be 
contrary to Article 18.4 of the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights which requires states signatories to the Covenant 
(which includes Australia) to “have respect for the liberty of parents … 
to ensure the religious and moral education of their children in 
conformity with their own convictions.” 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

David Searles  
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